
Covid-19 Phase 2
Lifesaving modules restrictions

As of 09th Aug 2020



General guidelines to be followed
Safe Entry Recording:

- Coaches will need to create a SafeEntry account to record students coming to their lesson.

- Coaches in swim schools should create their individual QR code for students to login to.

Social Distancing (pre-lesson):

- 1m social distance when waiting in line for lesson (Mask on)

- No more than 5 students per class excluding coach

- DIfferent class group maintain 3m distance between group

Use of Rescue/Training Equipment:
- Coaches/Staff to sanitize equipment before start of coaching day

- Equipment to be sanitized after each lesson of the same group

- No sharing of equipment (individual set for each student)

https://www.safeentry.gov.sg/


General guidelines to be followed
Social distancing (during lesson):

- Distance swimming, each group of students are 3m apart

- Stationary water drill, each student 1m apart

- Lesson should be planned to reduce clustering at pool exit point

Social distancing (after lesson):

- 1m social distancing during debrief

- Students from different session should not meet

- Recommended time between session to be 10mins

- For sanitizing process

- Next class do not mix with previous class



Life Saving – Overall guidance 

● NO CONTACT RESCUE
● MEET THE MINIMUM

○ 1m static

○ 2m activity

○ 3m between groups. 

● Follow Venue Operator Guideline



Lifesaving 1
Theory Lesson:

- Water Safety / Principal of water rescue / Dangers of the pool / Seeking help

- Do pool walk-about and discuss theory with scenario-based application

Casualty Recognition:

- Shallow and/or Deep water demonstration

- Shallow and/or Deep water practice (1m distancing)

- Observer 1m social distancing



Lifesaving 1
Throw Rescue (board):

- Keep boards used within the group

- Rescue pause when casualty reach pool edge

- No assistance required to exit the pool

- Rescuer MUST be 1m away from the edge

Wade Rescue:

- Rescue aid MUST allow 1m social distancing in water

- Casualty MUST not climb the rescue aid (distancing reduce)

- Rescue Pause when either rescuer or casualty reach the pool edge

- Keep equipments used within the group



Lifesaving 1
Swimming 100m of recognised stroke:

- Lifesaver MUST be able to swim continuously 50m

- Lifesaver MUST already know front-crawl stroke and/or breast stroke

- Lifesaver staggered with 2m gap

- Lifesaver should maintain distance at pool exit

- Possible introduction of Lifesaving Strokes



Lifesaving 1 - Restricted Lesson ( Not allowed)

Reach Rescue:
- Unable to maintain 1m distance in the process of the rescue

Accompanied Swim Rescue:

- Unable to ensure 1m distancing when in the water doing rescue

- Casualty and rescuer not able to maintain 1m distance while exiting

Assistance out of water:

- Body contact does not meet social distancing guideline

Initiative:

- In the midst of the rescue, rescuer may infringe distancing rules.

Swim Stroke:

- Beginner Front-crawl

- Beginner Breast Stroke

- Any form of Back-crawl

- Any form of Butterfly



Lifesaving 2
Theory lesson:

- Casualty Recognition / Principle of Water Rescue / Dangers of Open water

Throw Rescue (Rope):

- Rescue rope is INDIVIDUAL equipment

- Rescue pause when casualty reach the edge of the pool

Various shallow/deep water entry:
- Maintain 1m social distancing on land

- Maintain 1m social distancing while in water

Defensive Technique (Stand-off + Reverse):

- Maintain 1m social distancing on land

- Maintain 1m social distancing while in water



Lifesaving 2
Swimming 150m of recognised stroke:

- Lifesaver MUST be able to swim continuously 50m

- Lifesaver MUST already know front-crawl stroke and/or breast stroke

- Lifesaver stagger with 2m gap

- Lifesaver should maintain distance at pool exit

- Possible introduction of Lifesaving Strokes



Lifesaving 2 - Restricted Lesson ( Not allowed)

Mouth to mouth Rescue:

- Theory and Practical STRICTLY NOT allowed to conduct

Resuscitation:

- Obtain clear Airway

- Action to vomit

- Recovery position

- STRICTLY NOT allowed for all above

Treatment for Shock:
- Theory and Practical STRICTLY NOT allowed to conduct

Initiative:

- In the midst of the rescue, rescuer may infringe distancing rules.



Lifesaving 3
Theory Lesson:

- Casualty Recognition / Principle of water rescue

- Treatment for Minor bleeding + Cramp

- ONLY theory and practice on Self-treatment

- STRICTLY NO practical session on casualty

Rescue Ready Skill:
- Sculling 5m, maintain 2m distancing between swimmers

- Tread water 1min w/o the use of hands, also maintain distance between swimmers

- Ready position (Stand-off), maintain 2m distancing between swimmers

Surface Dive:
- Head-first dive / Feet-first dive

- Static drill, 2m distancing in water



Lifesaving 3
Swimming 200m of recognised stroke:

- Lifesaver MUST be able to swim continuously 50m

- Lifesaver MUST already know front-crawl stroke and/or breast stroke

- Lifesaver stagger with 2m gap

- Lifesaver should maintain distance at pool exit

- Possible introduction of Lifesaving Strokes



Lifesaving 3 - Restricted Lesson ( Not allowed)

Casualty recovery and landing:
- STRICTLY NO theory or practical lessons allowed.

Resuscitation Rescue to Shallow Water:
- STRICTLY NO theory or practical lessons allowed.

Resuscitation Rescue to Support:
- STRICTLY NO theory or practical lessons allowed.

Defense and release technique:
- Escape grasp from Front / Back

- Leg Block

- STRICTLY NO theory or practical lessons allowed.

Initiative:

- In the midst of the rescue, rescuer may infringe distancing rules.



Bronze Medallion, Awards of Merit, Distinction Award

Activities allowed:
Endurance and Speed works:

- Lifesavers MUST be able to swim 50m continuously

- Short distance sprint sets

- Stroke corrections

- Distancing measures mention in LS123 applies

Restricted Activities:
ALL Resuscitation rescue:

- STRICTLY NO theory or practical lessons allowed.



Sports Training / Private pools
Swim training:

- Individual training using fins, board, rescue tubes and manikins

- Manikin (submerged) can be improvised using bottles

- 2m distancing for swimming

- 2m distancing for static training

- 1m distancing on land

Restricted Activities:

- Manikin relay (reduced distancing)

- Medley relay ( Leg 3 to 4)

Guidelines provided by vendors supersedes when rules are stricter.



Open Water activities
Activities allowed:

Individual training:
- Paddle board solo

- Ski training

- Beach runs

- Open water swim with 2m distancing between swimmers

- Fin + Tube swim training

Restricted Activities:

Team training:

- Board rescue

- Tube rescue

- Beach relay run

ALL Resuscitation rescue:
- STRICTLY NO theory or practical lessons allowed.


